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How does the popularity of an equity
and Mutual Fund impact investment
decisions?
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Introduction
Investment is the allocation of money, resources
and time by the investors. Although the number
of individual investors investing into the
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financial markets of India is steadily increasing
year on year, the total percentage of population
that invests in the stock market remains close to
just 2%.

Abstract

Even though there are a plethora of avenues to

There are plenty of stocks to invest in for

invest in stock market and mutual fund schemes,

investors in the Indian equity market ranging

there is general notion that most of the investors

from large cap, mid cap and small cap stocks,

choose to invest in “well-known stocks or

the same goes for mutual fund investors where

mutual fund schemes”. Yet there have been few

a large number of mutual fund schemes are

prior researches to define what these popularity

listed. Yet there is a general notion that investors

factors are and how do they affect the

tend to invest in popular stocks and mutual fund

investment decisions?

schemes. The presented paper enlists various

This paper explores what do investors mean

popularity factors for both equity investments

when they say “popular stocks” and “popular

and Mutual Fund investments respectively. The

mutual fund schemes” and tries to list these

paper has employed Validity and Reliability

popularity factors. Factors namely, Company

tests, logistic regression, chi-square test, z-test,

brand, market leadership, recent news, top

one-way ANOVA. After application of all these

gainers and steady returns are known to

tests it was found that popularity factors have

influence the investment decision for equity

very little impact on the investment decisions of

stocks. On the other hand, AMC Brand, expense

the population under study, majority of the

ratio, risk level, steady returns. Fund Manager

population rely on investment analysis rather

and Fund vs BIP are factors which affect the

than behavioural biases.

investment decisions for Mutual Fund schemes.

Key words: Investment, Investor Perception,
Popularity factor, Behavioural bias, Equity,
Mutual Funds.

At the same time, it tries to explore whether and
to what extent these popularity factors impact
the investment decision of investors.
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overlook said investment and feel more

Review of Literature

comfortable investing in avenues they are
(Tong, 2018) conducted the study examining
the effects of expert endorsement, corporate
image and investment knowledge on individuals

familiar with, say a popular company or a
company whose products purchases regularly,
etc.

perceived risk in the mutual funds advertising.
This study showed that there is a significant

(Malathy & Saranya, 2017) in their study

relationship between experts and corporate

entitled “A Study on Factors Influencing

attributes.

Investors’ Perception towards Stock Market
Decision” examined the importance of various

According to the study it was found that
investors

read

the

expert-endorsed

advertisements about the corporate management
more favoured the image of the corporate
advertisers.

familiarity bias in the field of behavioural
finance. Behavioural finance is a filed if study
where academicians attempt to identify and
analyse the various biases prevalent in the
investment decisions of the investors. It studies
how an investor departs from rational thinking
and makes emotional or ill-informed decisions
violate

investment, reputation of the board, past
financial performance, dividend policy, etc on
the investment decisions of the investors. In its
conclusion, the study ranks the aforementioned

(McAndrews, 2017) in this article explores the

that

factors like company's reputation, return on

the

established

methods

of

investments. “Familiarity bias” is one such bias
which the field of investment is plagued with.
Familiarity bias study the investors behaviour to
only invest in financial instruments which they
are well acquainted with. Despite the fact that an
investment opportunity with better return is
presented to an investor, he/she will tend to

factors with respect to their degree of influence
over investor's final investment decision.
(Ahmad Yousef Areiqat, Ayman AbuRumman, & Yousef Satea, 2019) Ahmad
Yousef Areiqat explored the impact of several
prominent finance factors like (overconfidence,
loss aversion, risk perception and herding) and
established a better understanding using the
financial models to describe the investor as
rational. The study showed that overconfidence
has impacts on the investment decisions and
there is no impact of risk perception on stock
investment decisions using statistical tests like
Regression, Reliability, Multi-Collinearity’s
Tests, Normality Test and by using statistical
software (SPSS). (Shafee, Suhaimi, Mohamed,
16
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& Nawang, 2018) attempted to investigate and

Research Hypothesis

discover more about determinants (return on

H0: There is no significant association between

investment, level of risk, liquidity and financial

the investment behaviour of an investor and the

literacy) of mutual fund investment in Malaysia.

popularity of the investment.

Statistical

activity

such

as

Descriptive,

reliability and multiple regression analysis were
used for gaining precise, concise and accurate
data.

To find out if and how much does the
popularity of Equity and Mutual Fund
influences the individual investment
decision.



To see if there is any association
between equity and mutual fund related
decisions made by investors.



investment behaviour of an investor and the
popularity of the investment.
Research Methodology

Objectives:


H1: There is significant association between the

Research Design and Research Method –
Exploratory method was used in this study
because few research studies has been done in
this field of behavioural finance. Survey method
of exploratory design was used to obtain the
primary data with respect to the popularity of an
equity and mutual fund.

To see if there is any significant

Sample technique

association

Non-Probability

between

Investment

Judgement

(or

purpose)

behavior of an investor and the

Sample was used for the study. 185 people

popularity factors affecting investments.

participated in the survey. Out of which 16
responses were pruned due to vagueness in

Problem Statement


the response.

Why does investor choose popular
Questionnaire Design

brands over a high yielding investment?


How does the behavioural bias affect

A two-stage research was designed to develop
the questionnaire. Questionnaire was prepared

these decisions?

based on the primary inputs and the literature



Which factor influences the most?



The factors influence the investment
decisions of equity or MF more?

review available. In the first stage pilot study
was carried out to understand the biasness and
the error in the questionnaire. After doing the
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questionnaire

was

presented to the targeted population.

Equity Share Popularity factors
Critical
Value
0.67 0.148

Particulars

Correlation

Company_Brand

Data Analysis

Market_Leaders

0.679

0.148

Descriptive

Recent_News

0.694

0.148

Top_GainerS

0.608

0.148

Steady_returns

0.655

0.148

Equity_vs_Index_Performance

0.529

0.148

Prefer_Popular_Stock

0.322

0.148

The research population was based on 185
people who participated in the survey. 72% of
the population were male and 28% were female.
53.2% were postgraduates followed by 37.1%
graduates. When

Mutual Fund Popularity factors
Critical
Particulars
Correlation
Value

it came to occupation

majority were students and private sector

AMC_Brand

0.705

0.148

Expense_ Ratio

0.691

0.148

of the population opted for both equity and

Risk_level

0.651

0.148

mutual funds. 65.3% were the active investors

Steady_returns

0.627

0.148

Fund_Manager

0.563

0.148

Fund_vs_BIP

0.633

0.148

Prefer_popular_MF

0.385

0.148

employee. In terms investment avenues 38.9%

in mutual funds. 53.2% people said they hold
their investment for more than 6 months. 82.8%
of the people had risk appetite of low to average.
66.1% like to apportion their fund between

The validity coefficient value for popularity

equity and mutual fund while allocating more

factors of Equity investors and Mutual Fund

funds to mutual funds. Only 38.2% of the people

investors were found out. The scores were way

copied their mutual fund stocks in their equity

above the critical value. Thus, it can be

portfolio. (refer Figures in annexures)

concluded that the data is valid and good for the

Validity
Validity test:

study.
Logistic Regression

Validity is very important issue while selecting I.

Impact of various identifies popularity

the responses for the study. It refers to the

factor

characteristics the response and if it is related to

equityshares.

on

investment

decision

of

the rest of the responses. It gives meaning to the
responses received. It also tells if the responses

Variables in the Equation

collected is good for the study or not.

Exp
B
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S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

(B)
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Ste
p1

a

Company_Bran

where Y = Decision to invest in equity stock.
Chi square

-.053 .438

.014

1 .904

.949

-.158 .560

.080

1 .778

.854

Recent_News

.364 .475

.589

1 .443 1.440

Top_gainers

.466 .577

.653

1 .419 1.594

Steady_returns

.064 .452

.020

1 .887 1.067

1. I am an active investor in the equity
market since… * I prefer popular stocks
while investing.

.287 .458

.392

1 .531 1.332

H0: There is no association between the

.939 .280 11.268

1 .001 2.556

d
market_Leaders

Equity_vs_Inde
x_Performance
Constant
a.
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Variable(s)

entered

on

step

1:

Company_Brand,

market_Leaders, Recent_News, Top_gainers, Steady_returns,
Equity_vs_Index_Performance.

Y = 0.939 - 0.053 Company Brand - 0.158
market leaders + 0.364 Recent News + 0.466
Top gainers + 0.064 Steady returns + 0.287
Equity vs Index Performance.

experience of an investor, and they prefer
popular stocks while investing.
H1: There is association between the experience
of an investor, and they prefer popular stocks
while investing.
Since the χ2 value with df 4 is 4.668and p value
= 0.323, we can say that there is no statistically

where Y = Decision to invest in equity stock.

significant association between the experience
of an investor and their preference of popular

II.

Impact of various identifies popularity
factor on investment decision of mutual
funds.

stocks while investing. Hence, we can conclude
that investors do not prefer the popular stock
while investing in the market. (refer Table 1)

Variables in the Equation
Exp

Step
1

a

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

(B)

AMC_Brand

-.013

.449

.001

1

.977

.987

Expense_Ratio

1.385

.883

2.459

1

.117

3.994

.173

.571

.092

1

.761

1.189

Steady_Returns

-.118

.432

.074

1

.785

.889

Fund_Manager

-.285

.402

.503

1

.478

.752

Fund_vs_BIP

.664

.506

1.717

1

.190

1.942

Constant

.687

.230

8.944

1

.003

1.988

Rsik_Level

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: AMC_Brand, Expense_Ratio,
Rsik_Level, Steady_Returns, Fund_Manager, Fund_vs_BIP.

2. I am an active investor in the mutual
fund scheme since… * I prefer popular
stocks while investing.
H0: There is no association between the
experience of an investor, and they prefer the
popular stock while investing.
H1: There is association between the experience
of an investor, and they prefer the popular stock
while investing.

Y = 0.687 - 0.013 AMC Brand + 1.385 + 0.173

Since the χ2 value with df 4 is 1.206 and p value

Risk Level - 0.118 Steady Returns - 0.285 Fund

= 0.877, we can say that there is no statistically

Manager + 0.664 Fund vs BIP

significant association between the experience
19
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of an investor and their preference of popular
mutual funds while investing. Hence, we can
conclude that investor do not prefer popular

H1: There is significant association between an
investor’s preference to invest in popular stock
with the performance of the investment.
Since the χ2 value with df 4 is 0.952 and p value

mutual fund while investing. (refer Table 2)

= 0.917, we can say that there is no statistically
3. I prefer popular stocks while investing. *
I believe, popular stocks are safer to
invest in.
H0: Investors preferring to invest in popular
equity stocks is not associated with investors
believing that popular stocks are safer to invest
in.
H1: Investors preferring to invest in popular
equity stocks is associated with investors
believing that popular stocks are safer to invest
in.
Since the χ2 value with df 1 is 18.813 and p
value is less than 0.001, we will accept the
alternative hypothesis. We can say that there is
a statistically significant association between

significant association between impact of stock
price or NAV on investment decision and
preference of the investors to invest in popular
stocks. Hence, we can conclude that the stock
price or NAV on investment decisions is
independent of its popularity. (refer Table 4)
5. I prefer popular Mutual Fund Scheme
while investing. * I believe popular
mutual funds are safer to invest in.
H0: Investors’ belief that mutual funds are a
safer investment avenue is not associated with
their preference to invest in popular mutual fund
schemes.

stocks are safer to invest in. Hence, we can

H1: Investors’ belief that mutual funds are a
safer investment avenue is associated with their
preference to invest in popular mutual fund
schemes.

conclude that investors prefer to invest in

Since the χ2 value with df 1 is 58.875 and p

popular equity stocks because they believe that

value is less than 0.001, we will accept

popular stocks are safer to invest in. (refer Table

alternative hypothesis. We can deduce that there

3)

is a statistically significant association between

investors’ preference to invest in popular equity
stocks and investors believing that popular

4. I prefer popular stocks while investing. *
Impact of stock price or NAV on my
investment decision.
H0: There is no significant association between
an investor’s preference to invest in popular
stock with the performance of the investment.
20
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schemes are a safer investment option. (refer
Table 5)
Z test
H0: There is no significant difference in
preferring popular equity stocks between male
The p-value is 0.986 (more than 0.05).

and female investors groups.

Therefore, the group means may be equal. We
H1: There is significant difference in preferring

can see that both male and female investors have

popular equity stocks between male and female

similar investment pattern with regards to

investors groups.

popular mutual funds.
ANOVA Analysis
I.

Preference of popular equity stock across
occupation-based investor classes.
H0: There is no significant difference in the
preferance to invest in popular stock among
occupation-based investor classes.

The p-value is 0.154 (more than 0.05).

H1: There is significant difference in the

Therefore, the group means may be equal. We

preferance to invest in popular stock among

can see that both male and female investors have

occupation-based investor classes.

similar investment pattern with regards to
popular equity stocks.

ANOVA
I prefer popular stocks (as defined above) while investing.

H0: There is no significant difference in
preferring popular mututal funds between male
and female investors groups.

Sum of
Squares
Between

H1: There is significant difference in preferring
popular mututal funds between male and female
investors groups.

21

df

Square

4

.081

Within Groups

30.207 164

.184

Total

30.533 168

Groups

.326

Mean
F
.442

Sig.
.77
8
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The p-value is 0.778 (more than 0.05).

ii.

Investors believe that popular equity

Therefore, the groups may not have consensus

stocks and Mutual Funds are safe

in preferring popular stocks to invest in.

investment avenues.

II.

iii.

Preference of popular mutual funds across

Majority of the population under study
comprise of graduates, post-graduates

occupation-based investor classes.

and professionals who rely on analysis

H0: There is no significant difference in the

rather than any popularity factor like

preferance to invest in popular mutual funds

recent trends or AMC brand.
iv.

among occupation-based investor classes.
H1: There is significant difference in the
preferance to invest in popular mutual funds

Investor groups do not have consensus in
preferring popular stocks or mutual
funds.

Conclusion

among occupation-based investor classes.

It can be concluded based on the above study
ANOVA

that although people believe that popular stocks

I prefer popular Mutual Fund Scheme (as defined above)

are better investments in terms of returns and

while investing.
Sum of
Squares
Between
Groups

risks, the hypothesis is not widely accepted

Mean
df

Square

.179

4

.045

35.430

164

.216

35.609

168

F

Sig.

across investor class. Since the population

.207

.934

understudy were mostly literate, conservative,
working professionals who take prudence to

Within
Groups
Total

apportion their funds, they put more stock in

The p-value is 0.934 (more than 0.05).
Therefore, the groups may not have consensus
in preferring popular mutual funds to invest in.

Popularity factors have very little impact
on

that make different investment option attractive
to a layperson.
Limitations

Findings
i.

investment analysis than the popularity factors

decisions

of

the

population

participating in this study.

The study has been conducted on a population
majorly consisting of investors between the age
of 20-25 years’ students. Additionally, the
respondents are 72% male.
Due to the limitation on the circulation of the
questionnaire, there remains scope for a similar
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study ensuring better participation from female,

International Journal of Business and Society,

employed and self-employed investors.

21, 111-133.
Malathy, D. M., & Saranya, J. (2017, September). A
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Annexures
Table 1-: I am an active investor in the

Table 3-: I prefer popular stocks while

equity market since vs I prefer popular

investing vs I believe popular stocks are

stocks while investing.

safer to invest in.

df

Asymptotic
Significance
(2-sided)

Df

Pearson ChiSquare

4.668a

4

Significance
.323

Likelihood Ratio

4.385

4

.356

18.813a

1

.000

Linear-by-Linear
Association

3.030

1

.082
Continuity
Correctionb

16.980

1

.000

N of Valid Cases

169

Likelihood
Ratio

16.959

1

.000

Table 2-: I am an active investor in the
mutual fund scheme since vs I prefer

Fisher's
Exact Test

popular stocks while

Linear-byLinear
Association

Chi-Square Tests

18.702

Asymptotic
N of Valid
Cases

Significance
Value

df

(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

1.206a

4

.877

Likelihood Ratio

1.315

4

.859

Linear-by-Linear

.325

1

.569

Association
N of Valid Cases

169

25

169

1

.000

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Value
Pearson
Chi-Square

Asymptotic

Value

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Chi-Square Tests

Chi-Square Tests

.000

.000
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Table 4-: I prefer popular stocks while
investing vs Impact of stock price or NAV on
my investment decision.

Fisher's
Exact Test

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson ChiSquare

.952

a

4

Asymptotic
Significance
(2-sided)
.917

Likelihood Ratio

.958

4

.916

Linear-by-Linear
Association

.408

1

.523

N of Valid Cases

169

Value

Table 5-:

df

Linear-byLinear

58.527

N of Valid
Cases

169

I prefer popular Mutual Fund

Scheme while investing vs I believe popular
mutual funds are safer to invest in.

1

.000

Continuity
Correction

55.914

1

.000

56.305

1

.000

Likelihood
Ratio

Exact Sig. (1sided)

a

Exact Sig. (2sided)

Asymptotic
Significance
(2-sided)

58.875

Value

df

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson
Chi-Square

.000

b

26

1

.000

.000

